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Abstract:
Background:
The work carried out consisted of the designing models (linear and neural) in order to control the 4G traffic of
the operator CAMTEL, help in decision-making in the network concerning technical and commercial actions to
be taken. In this study, we are working with KPIs collected at CAMTEL's EPC (Evolved Packet Core) network
on the USN and UGW entities.
Materials and Methods:
The linear model helped to obtain the linear multiple regression equation that specified the downlink user traffic
as a function of other model variables that were all strongly correlated. It was produced using the SPSS
statistical software and was validated by the Fisher test..
Results:
We obtained a valid model which passed the Fisher test. We were able to express the SGi downlink traffic
(kbits) as a function of correlated MME and SGW/PGW KPIs. The analysis of the obtained model shows that the
attached user number is negatively impacting the downlink user traffic: thus CAMTEL’s network is congested at
the radio side.
Conclusion:
However, this model should be reassessed regularly to allow it to always reflect the real situation as far as
possible.
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I.

Introduction

The mobile telephone system is gaining considerable success, with an ever increasing number of
subscribers. From the first generation of mobile networks through to the fourth generation today and migrations
to the fifth generation, there is a growing demand for services. The fourth generation of mobile networks also
called LTE (Long Term Evolution), is the modern technology currently marketed, it offers speeds up to 6 times
higher than H + in its most modern version (4G +). The traffic of a network is the set of information flows
passing through the network at any given moment. It is an important concept for bandwidth management. It is
important for an operator to be able to control its traffic in order to anticipate, optimize, and make predictions on
it. CAMTEL (Cameroon Telecommunications) is not on the sidelines of this trend and would like to equip itself
with a mathematical model of its 4G traffic allowing him to guide its decision-making. There are many
modeling or network prediction tools but we have chosen to use linear modeling. To achieve this goal, we will
first present and overview of a 4G network and some KPIs then, we will recall some mathematics concepts
about the linear model before proposing our traffic model.

II.

4G network overview

The 4G also known as LTE (Long Term Evolution) has brought many changes and improvements,
higher throughput, improved spectral efficiency, reduced access time and compatibility with 2G/3G networks
and faster mobility. The architecture of a 4G network is given in the figure below.
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Figure 1:

4G network architecture [1]

Figure 1 shows the architecture of an LTE network with different interfaces and entities of the radio part and the
core part, which will be presented below.

II.1.

LTE radio Access part [3]

In the LTE access network, the antennas are called e-Node B. For operators who already have strong
coverage in other technologies, the pooling of antenna sites is possible and even desirable. It is possible to
replace the 2G and 3G antennas with antennas emitting at all frequencies at the same time: 2G, 3G and 4G.
Thus, with a single antenna, an operator can cover a site with all the technologies. 2G had the BSC as its focal
point in the access network while 3G also had the RNC as its focal point. But with LTE, the intermediate step
between the antenna and the core network disappears. The antenna (eNode B) is connected directly to the core
network, avoiding an intermediary and simplifying the general architecture.

II.2.

LTE core network part: EPC [3][20]

4G is based on a whole new core network: the EPC. The major development of the EPC is the separation of
control and usage plans for core equipment. Like NGN for the circuit, the "control" and "usage" flows will in
most cases no longer be managed by the same equipment.

The 3G SGSN has been replaced by two different functional entities: The MME (Mobility
Management Entity) for the “control” plan and the SGW for the “usage” plan.
o
The MME will thus manage the sessions (authentication, authorizations, data session) and mobility
(location, “paging”, “hand-over”) of the terminal.
o
SGW will be responsible for routing "useful" flows in the core network (data traffic, etc.).

The 3G GGSN is replaced by a PDN Gateway (PGW). The PDN Gateway is responsible for the link
with other networks (public or private), and especially with the Internet world.

The HSS is responsible for much of the same functionality as the HLR (database of subscriber profiles,
with their rights and characteristics). The HSS also includes a possible link with the IMS world, for the
management of enriched voice services.

A new element of the 4G core network is the PCRF, which enables dynamic management of billing
and quality of service policy for flows (best-effort flow, “premium” flows with guaranteed bandwidth and
latency, dynamic pricing according to the flow. , etc.).

The PCEF, a functional module embedded in the PDN Gateway, applies the rules set by the PCRF.

The IMS is a set of elements allowing multimedia services to be offered over IP networks and
therefore, among other things, over the mobile network. The IMS will enable rich multimedia inter-personal
services: voice over IP, video conferencing, enriched calendar, instant messaging, ringing on several terminals,
etc.
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II.3.

Performance measurement of a 4G network

KPI (Key Performance Indicators) correspond to measures providing information on the performance of the
network or of a process. KPIs are obtained using measurements made on the nodes of the network and by
compiling the various data. The 3GPP 32.455 standard defines the KPIs of 4G and we have among others:

Accessibility KPI
o
EPS Attach Success Rate
o
Dedicated EPS Bearer Creation Success Rate
o
Dedicated Bearer Set-up Time by MME (Mean)
o
Service Request Success Rate

Mobility KPI
o
Inter-RAT Outgoing Handover Success Rate (EPS->GSM)
o
Inter-RAT Outgoing Handover Success Rate (EPS->UMTS)
o
Inter-RAT Outgoing Handover Success Rate (EPS->CDMA2000)
o
Inter-RAT Incoming Handover Success Rate (GSM->EPS)
o
Inter-RAT Incoming Handover Success Rate (UMTS ->EPS)
o
Inter-RAT Incoming Handover Success Rate (CDMA2000->EPS)
o
Tracking Area Update Success Rate
11

Utilization KPI
o
Mean Active Dedicated EPS Bearer Utilization

II.3.1. EPS Attached Successful rate
This KPI describes the ratio of the number of successfully performed EPS attach procedures to the number of
attempted EPS attach procedures for EPC network and is used to evaluate accessibility provided by EPS and
network performance.
This KPI is obtained by successful EPS attach procedures divided by attempted EPS attach procedures.
 MM.EpsAttachSucc.Type
Type
EASR 
*100%
 MM.EpsAttachAtt.Type
Type

II.3.2. Dedicated EPS bearer creation success rate.
This KPI describes the ratio of the number of successfully performed dedicated EPS bearer creation procedures
by PGW to the number of attempted dedicated EPS bearer creation procedures by PGW and is used to evaluate
service availability provided by EPS and network performance.
This KPI is obtained by successful dedicated EPS bearer creation procedures divided by attempted dedicated
EPS bearer creation procedures.

DEBCSR 

SM.CreationPGWIniBearerSucc
*100%
SM.CreationPGWIniBearerAtt

II.3.3. Mean dedicated bearer set-up time by MME
This KPI describes the valid time per dedicated bearer set-up procedure by MME and is used to evaluate service
accessibility provided by EPS and network performance.
This KPI is obtained by the valid time per dedicated bearer set-up procedure by MME
DBSTM= SM.EstabActDedicatedEpsBearerTimeMean

II.3.4. Service request success rate.
This KPI describes the ratio of the number of successfully performed service request procedures by UE to the
number of attempted service request procedures by UE and is used to evaluate service accessibility provided by
EPS and network performance.
This KPI is obtained by successful service request procedures divided by attempted service request procedures.

SRSR 

 SM.EpsServiceReqSucc
*100%
 SM.EpsServiceReqAtt

MME

MME

II.3.5. Inter-RAT outgoing handover success rate (EPS->GSM)
This KPI describes the ratio of the number of successfully performed outgoing handover procedures to the
number of attempted outgoing handover procedures to evaluate inter RAT outgoing handover performance.
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This KPI is obtained by the number of successful outgoing handover procedures divided by total number of
attempted outgoing handover procedures from EPS to GSM network.
IRATHO.OutMMESucc.G
IRATOHOSR 
*100%
IRATHO.OutMMEAtt.G

II.3.6. Inter-RAT outgoing handover success rate (EPS->UMTS)
This KPI describes the ratio of the number of successfully performed outgoing handover procedures to the
number of attempted outgoing handover procedures to evaluate inter RAT outgoing handover performance.
This KPI is obtained by the number of successful outgoing handover procedures divided by total number of
attempted outgoing handover procedures from EPS to UMTS network.
IRATHO.OutMMESucc.U
IRATOHOSR=
*100%
IRATHO.OutMMEAtt.U

II.3.7. Inter-RAT incoming handover success rate (GSM->EPS)
This KPI describes the ratio of the number of successfully performed incoming handover procedures to the
number of attempted incoming handover procedures to evaluate inter RAT incoming handover performance.
This KPI is obtained by total number of successful incoming handover procedures divided by total number of
attempted incoming handover procedures from GSM network to EPS
IRATHO.IncMMESucc.G
IRATIHOSR=
*100%
IRATHO.IncMMEAtt.G

II.3.8. Inter-RAT incoming handover success rate (UMTS ->EPS)
This KPI describes the ratio of the number of successfully performed incoming handover procedures to the
number of attempted incoming handover procedures to evaluate inter RAT incoming handover performance.
This KPI is obtained by total number of successful incoming handover procedures divided by total number of
attempted incoming handover procedures from UMTS network to EPS
IRATHO.IncMMESucc.U
IRATIHOSR=
*100%
IRATHO.IncMMEAtt.U

II.3.9. Tracking area update success rate.
This KPI describes the ratio of the number of successfully performed tracking area update procedures to the
number of attempted tracking area update procedures and is used to evaluate mobility provided by EPS and
network performance.
This KPI is obtained by successful tracking area update procedures divided by attempted tracking area update
procedures.

  MM.TauInterSgwSucc  MM.TauIntraSgwSucc 
TAUSR 
*100%
  MM.TauInterSgwAtt  MM.TauIntraSgwAtt 
TA

TA

II.3.10. Mean active dedicated EPS bearer utilization
This KPI describes the ratio of the mean number of active dedicated EPS bearer to the maximum number of
active dedicated EPS bearers provided by EPC network, and it is used to evaluate utilization performance of
EPC network.
This KPI is obtained by the mean number of dedicated EPS bearers in active mode divided by the system
capacity.

MADEBU=

SM.MeanNbrActDedicatedBearer
*100%
Capacity

In addition to these KPIs defined by the 3GPP specifications, manufacturers measure performance indicators
such as the uplink and downlink throughput on the SGi interface between the PGW and the Internet as well as
the downlink and uplink traffic volume of the 'SGi interface for a given time interval.

II.4.

Problem and objective

Given the extent of the LTE network, the intensity of communications and the increased demand for services by
users, it is wise for CAMTEL, as for all other operators, to control its traffic. This work therefore consists of
providing CAMTEL with a model of its EPC core network traffic in order to control it and therefore facilitate
decision-making on the technical and managerial actions to be carried out to increase revenue.
To this end, what is traffic modeling? How reliable is it? How to proceed with traffic modeling?
To respond to the need of traffic modeling, we will propose a linear model by using adequate performance
indicators.
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II.5.
Overview of the linear model
II.5.1. Pearson formula [19]
It measures the degree of the linear relationship between two variables. The correlation coefficient assumes a
value between -1 and +1. If one variable tends to increase while the other decreases, the correlation coefficient
is negative. Conversely, if both variables tend to increase, the correlation coefficient is positive. Pour les
variables x et y :
𝑋 − 𝑋 . (𝑌 − 𝑌)
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑋; 𝑌)
𝜌 𝑋; 𝑌 =
=
𝑉(𝑋). 𝑉(𝑌)
(𝑋 − 𝑋)2 .
(𝑌 − 𝑌)2 .
We make the choice of strongly correlated variables validated by the Cohen table given below.
Autour de 0,10
Autour de 0,30
Plus de 0,50

Effet de petite taille
Effet de taille moyenne
Effet de grande taille

Corrélation faible
Corrélation moyenne
Corrélation forte

Table 1. Cohen check-list
Table 2.

II.5.2. Model presentation [10][17]
The linear model results in a mathematical equation in which we calculate the various coefficients associated
with the parameters of the equation. Notice that among strongly correlated variables retained, we will express a
variable called dependent variable as a function of other variables called explanatory variables. The linear model
equation is in the form:
𝑦 = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1 𝑥1 + 𝑎2 𝑥2 + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑛 𝑥𝑛 + 𝜀 Where the 𝑎𝑖 𝑖 = 0, . . 𝑛 are coefficients to be determined and 𝜀 the
model error; 𝜀 expresses, or summarizes, the missing information in the linear explanation of the values of y
from the 𝑥𝑖 .
To determine these coefficients, we consider the actual data collected for each time unit and we assume that the
linear equation for these data is verified. Let consider a data collection of 𝑖 time units. From the collected data,
we assume that each 𝑦𝑖 verifies the linear model equation: 𝑦𝑖 = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1 𝑥1𝑖 + 𝑎2 𝑥2𝑖 + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑛 𝑥𝑛𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖 .
So we have the matrix form 𝑦 = 𝑎𝑋 + 𝜀

Where X is the matrix of explanatory variables values with, in the first column, the value 1 to
materialize the regression constant 𝑎0 . It dimension is 𝑛 × 𝑝 where 𝑛 is the number of time units at which data
were collected and 𝑝 is the number of explanatory variables.

𝑦 is the vector containing the real values of dependent variable we want to explain with the linear
model. Its dimension is 𝑛 × 1

𝜀 is the vector determining the error of the model; its dimension is 𝑛 × 1.

𝑎 is the vector of regression coefficients or constants we want to determine in order to have order
model.
The ordinary least squares estimator aims to minimize or even cancel out the error or even the residuals 𝜀𝑖 in the
model. Then the estimated residuals are the difference between the observed and estimated value of 𝑦. We have:
𝜀𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 .
The principle of least squares consists in finding the values of the parameters which minimize the sum of the
squares of the residuals. The estimator which minimizes the sum of the squares of the residuals is:
𝑎 = (𝑋′𝑋)−1 𝑋′𝑦

Where 𝑋 ′ is the transpose of the matrix of the measured values of the explanatory variables 𝑋.

𝑎 is the vector of the coefficients associated with the explanatory variables.

𝑦 the measured values of the dependent variable which we want to explain.
The portion that cannot be explained by the model is symbolized by εi which represents the error made by the
model for each value of 𝑦.

II.5.3. Model validation [21]
Several parameters must be considered to validate a multiple linear regression model.
Beforehand several quantities must be calculated:

The total variability of the dependent variable, 𝑆𝑇𝑆 = 𝑖 (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦)2 [sum of total squares] with
degrees of freedom 𝐷𝐹 = 𝑛 − 1;

The variability not explained by the regression, 𝑆𝑅𝑆 = 𝑖 (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦)2 [sum of residual squares] with
𝐷𝐹 = 𝑛 − (𝑝 + 1);

The explained variability is obtained by the difference 𝑆𝐸𝑆 = 𝑆𝑇𝑆 − 𝑆𝑅𝑆 [Sum of Estimated
Squares] with 𝐷𝐹 = 𝑝;
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The mean squares consist of Explained Mean Square (EMS) and the Residual Mean Square (RMS).
𝑆𝐸𝑆
They are obtained by the ratio between the sums of the squares and the degrees of freedom: 𝐸𝑀𝑆 =
and 𝑅𝑀𝑆 =

II.5.3.1.

𝑃

𝑆𝑅𝑆
𝑛−𝑝−1

.

The Fisher test

The Fisher test is significant; it is the overall significance test which consists in verifying that there is at least
one relevant variable among the explanatory ones. The Fisher test statistic can be obtained by the ratio between
the explained and residual mean squares read in the analysis of variance table:
𝐸𝑀𝑆
𝐹 =
𝑅𝑀𝑆
It would be necessary that the probability 𝑝 for 𝐹 to be significant must verify: 𝑝 < 0.05 in order to validate the
model.

II.5.3.2.

Coefficient of determination

Here we want to assess the adjustment of the model to see what percentage of the variables impact on the model.
𝑆𝐸𝑆
We will calculate the coefficient of determination 𝑅2 =
which represents the strength of the relationship
𝑆𝑇𝑆
between the DV (dependent variable) and the combination of the ND (non-depend variable) of the model. The
value of 𝑅2 must be close to 1 to validate the model.

III.

Model implementation

We are working with the EPC KPI data of CAMTEL‟s network. We have correlated some data from the MME
with that from the PGW to understand the evolution of user traffic in the CAMTEL network.

III.1. Presentation of data
III.1.1. MME KPI used

Table 3. CAMTEL’s MME sample KPI data
Here is a sample file of data collected from the MME of CAMTEL. From this file, we have the following
counters:

S1 mode intra MME S1 handover success rate (%) which provides the success rate of the S1interface
handover.

S1 mode intra MME TAU success rate (%) which provides the Tracking area update success rate at the
S1 interface.

Security mode command success rate (%) which provides the success rate of security parameters
exchanges.

S1 mode packet paging success rate (%) which provides the paging success rate.

S1 mode service request success rate (Network Cause) (%) which provides the success rate service
request on the S1 interface.

Maximum attached users (number) which provides the peak number of attached users registered within
the time unit (1h).
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Maximum attached users at ECM-CONNECTED status (number) which provides the peak number of
attached users in “ECM-CONNECTED” mode registered within the time unit (1h).

Maximum attached users at ECM-IDLE status (number) which provides the peak number of attached
users in “ECM-IDLE” mode registered within the time unit (1h).

S1 mode maximum bearer number (number) which provides the peak number of S1 bearer.

Maximum PDN connection number (number) which provides the peak number of PDN connections.

III.1.2. PGW KPI

Table 4. CAMTEL’s SGW/PGW sample KPI data
Here is a sample file of data collected from the PGW of CAMTEL. From this file, we have the following
counters:

SGi downlink user traffic in KB which provides the total downlink traffic of users on SGi interface
between the PGW and the Internet.

SGi downlink user traffic peak throughput which provides the peak throughput of downlink traffic on
the SGi interface.

SGi uplink user traffic which provides the total uplink traffic of users on SGi interface between the
PGW and the Internet.

SGi uplink user traffic peak throughput which provides the peak throughput of uplink traffic on the SGi
interface.

S1-U downlink user traffic which provides the total downlink traffic on the S1-U interface between the
SGW and E-Node Bs.

S1-U uplink user traffic provides the total uplink traffic on the S1-U interface between the SGW and ENode Bs.

S+PGW maximum simultaneously active bearers which provides the maximum simultaneous active
bearers on SGW/PGW.

III.2. CAMTEL’s 4G model of traffic
III.2.1. Depend variable and explanatory variables
We have chosen to express the downlink traffic on the SGi interface as a function of other strongly
correlated MME and SGW / PGW variables. Thus, our depend variable is the downlink user traffic on the SGi
interface. To facilitate the writing of the equation of the model, we assigned letter to each variable as given in
the table below.

KPI USN
A
S1 mode intra-MME S1 Handover success rate (%)
B
S1 mode intra-MME TAU success rate (%)
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C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

Security mode command success rate (%)
S1 mode packet paging success rate (%)
S1 mode service request success rate (Network Cause)
(%)
Maximum attached users (number)
Maximum attached users at ECM-CONNECTED status
(number)
Maximum attached users at ECM-IDLE status (number)
S1 mode maximum bearer number (number)
Maximum PDN connection number (number)

M
N
O

SGi downlink user traffic peak throughput in KB/s (kB/s)
SGi uplink user traffic in KB (kB)
SGi uplink user traffic in packets (number)

P
Q

SGi uplink user traffic peak throughput in KB/s (kB/s)
SGi IP data packets discarded for error (number)

R
S
T
U

S1-U downlink user traffic in KB (kB)
S1-U downlink user traffic in KB (kB)
S1-U uplink user traffic in KB (kB)
S+PGW maximum simultaneously active bearers
(number)
GW maximum simultaneously active subscribers
(number)

V

Table 5. Assignment of variable names to each counter
In order to determine strongly correlated variables of the system, we used the Pearson formula and we obtain
the correlation table below.

Table 6. Correlation matrix of all the variables
Notice that SC means strongly correlated. From the correlation table, we can see that the following
variables are strongly correlated to our depend variable K (SGi downlink user traffic): F (Maximum attached
users), G (Maximum attached users at ECM-CONNECTED status), I (S1 mode maximum bearer number), J
(Maximum PDN connection number), L(SGi downlink user traffic in packets), M (SGi downlink user traffic
peak throughput in KB/s), N (SGi uplink user traffic in KB), O (SGi uplink user traffic in packets), P(SGi uplink
user traffic peak throughput in KB/), R (S1-U downlink user traffic in KB), S (S1-U downlink user traffic in
KB), T (S1-U uplink user traffic in KB), U (S+PGW maximum simultaneously active bearers) and V (GW
maximum simultaneously active subscribers).

III.2.2. SPSS tool
SPSS is a software specially designed for statistical analyzes in the social sciences. It stands for Statistical
Package for Social Sciences. It is a specialized statistical data processing software. It includes several modules:
1. Basic system
2. Regression models
3. Advanced models
4. Tables (tables)
5. Exact tests (exact tests)
6. Categories
7. Trends
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8. Other specialized modules.

III.2.3. Equation of the model
Once we have determined depend variable and explanatory variables, we can now estimate our equation model
which has to be like the expression below:
𝐾𝑖 verifies the linear model equation: 𝐾 = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1 𝑁 + 𝑎2 𝐹 + 𝑎3 𝐺 + 𝑎4 𝐼 + 𝑎5 𝐽 + 𝑎6 𝐿 + 𝑎7 𝑀 + 𝑎8 𝑂 + 𝑎9 𝑃 +
𝑎10 𝑆 + 𝑎11 𝑁 + 𝑎12 𝑈 + 𝑎13 𝑉 + 𝜀𝑖
With 𝑎 = 𝑎0 , 𝑎1 , … , 𝑎13 = (𝑋′𝑋)−1 𝑋′𝐾

Where 𝑋 ′ is the transpose of the matrix of the measured values of the explanatory variables 𝑋. The
dimension of 𝑋 is 𝑛 × 𝑝 + 1 . With p the number of explanatory variables. Notice that the first column of 𝑋 is
all 1.

𝑎 is the vector of the coefficients associated with the explanatory variables its dimension is 𝑝 + 1 ×
1.

𝐾 is the vector of measured values of the dependent variable which we want to explain. Its dimension
is 𝑛 × 1 . Where n is the number of data records.
To determine the vector a which represents the coefficients associated with the explanatory variables, we used
the SPSS tool and the results obtained are given in the capture below.

Table 7. Determination of coefficients of the model
After doing the required calculations with the SPSS tool and by replacing each coefficient with its value in the
model equation, we obtain the equation:
𝐾𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = −7052050,46 + 𝑁 ∗ 0.128 − 𝐹 ∗ 2111,808 − 𝐺 ∗ 4009,714 − 𝐼 ∗ 0, 90 − 𝐽 ∗ 0,878 + 𝐿
∗ 1,512 + 𝑀 ∗ 166,382 − 𝑂 ∗ 0,598 − 𝑃 ∗ 97,142 + 𝑆 ∗ 0,016 − 𝑁 ∗ 0,059 + 𝑈
∗ 2182,650 + 𝑉 ∗ 3396, 878

III.3. Model validation
III.3.1. Fisher test
The SPSS tool allows us to validate our model with the ANOVA test. Notice that the SPSS tool is only available
in French language. The result of this test is given below:
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Table 8. Results of statistic parameters from SPSS tool
Table 9.
From this result:

“somme des carrés” represents the Sum of Estimated Squares (SES) for the line called “Régression”. It
also represents the Sum of Residual Squares (SRS) for the line called “de Student”.

ddl reprensents the Degree of Freedom (DF). It is equal to :
o
The number 𝑝 of the explanatory variables for the line called “Régression” in SPSS „s perspective. In
other words, it represents the number of explanatory variables which really impact the model.
o
The number 𝑛 − 𝑝 − 1 for the line called “de Student”. Where n is the number of records measured.

“Carré moyen” represents:
o
The Estimated Mean Square (EMS) for the line called “Régression”.
o
The Residual Mean Square (RMS) for the line called “de Student”.
𝐸𝑀𝑆

F represents the Fisher coefficient and is obtained with the formula 𝐹 =
.
𝑅𝑀𝑆

Sig represents the significance of the Fisher test which validates the model if it is less than 0.005.
We can notice that the significance of Fisher test obtained is 0.0001𝑏 , with 𝑏 > 1 , which is less than 0.005. So
the Fisher test validates our model.

III.3.2. Coefficient of determination
The SPSS tool also allows us to calculate the coefficient of determination 𝑅2 . The table below gives the result
obtained with our model.

Table 10.
Coefficient of determination value
From this table, we can see that 𝑅2 is equal to 0.999 which is very close to 1; so our model is valid.

III.4.

Model analysis

Finally, we have determined the equation of traffic model of the CAMTEL‟s EPC network which is given by the
formula:
𝐾𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = −7052050,46 + 𝑁 ∗ 0.128 − 𝐹 ∗ 2111,808 − 𝐺 ∗ 4009,714 − 𝐼 ∗ 0, 90 − 𝐽 ∗ 0,878 + 𝐿
∗ 1,512 + 𝑀 ∗ 166,382 − 𝑂 ∗ 0,598 − 𝑃 ∗ 97,142 + 𝑆 ∗ 0,016 − 𝑁 ∗ 0,059 + 𝑈
∗ 2182,650 + 𝑉 ∗ 3396, 878
From this equation, we can notice that the following variables act negatively on the explained variable called
downlink user traffic:

F: Maximum attached users (number)

G: Maximum attached users at ECM-CONNECTED status (number)

I: S1 mode maximum bearer number (number)

J: Maximum PDN connection number (number)

O: SGi uplink user traffic in packets (number)

N: SGi uplink user traffic in KB (kB)

P: SGi uplink user traffic peak throughput in KB/s (kB/s)
So, apart from the variables O, N and P, the other (F, G, I and J) variables must normally increase with
the downlink user traffic because they all represent the activity of subscribers in the network. But unfortunately,
their growth decreases the downlink traffic. The model shows then a problem at the radio side because the
downlink traffic must increase with the growth of active subscribers in the MME. Probably it shows that radio
side is congested. So our model shows clearly that actions must be taken at the radio side to optimize the traffic.
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IV.

Conclusion

At the end of this paper which consisted in modeling the CAMTEL‟s EPC traffic, we obtained a valid
model as it reacted positively to the Fisher test. The model showed that there may be a congestion problem at
the radio side. Thus, it would be interesting to extend this work at the radio side.
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